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Abstract Moxibustion is under active research as a

complementary and alternative treatment for various dis-

eases such as pain. ‘‘Heat-sensitization’’ responses have

been reported during suspended moxibustion, whose

occurrence is associated with significantly better thera-

peutic effects. The present study aimed to investigate the

cortical activities of this interesting phenomenon by a

standardized low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomog-

raphy. We performed electroencephalography recording in

a group of patients with chronic low back pain before,

during, and after moxibustion treatment at Yaoyangguan

(DU3) areas. 11 out of 21 subjects experienced strong heat-

sensitization during moxibustion, which were accompanied

with significant decreases of current densities in the beta

frequency bands in prefrontal, primary and second

somatosensory, and cingulate cortices, as well as increased

current densities in the alpha2 band in the left insula. No

changes were detected in patients without sensitization

responses, or in the post-moxibustion phase of either group.

These data indicated widespread activity changes across

different frequency bands during heat-sensitization. Cortical

oscillatory activities could be used to evaluate the ‘‘heat-

sensitization’’ responses during suspended moxibustion.

Keywords Moxibustion � Heat-sensitization � Chronic

low back pain � Cortical activity � sLORETA

Abbreviations

CLBP Chronic low back pain

fMRI Functional magnetic resonance imaging

ROI Region of interest

sLORETA Standardized low-resolution brain

electromagnetic tomography

Introduction

Acupuncture and moxibustion are traditional Chinese

therapeutic techniques used for treating a variety of dis-

eases. Acupuncture treatment is applied by inserting

needles at identified acupuncture points to induce ‘‘deqi

sensations’’, which include soreness, aching, pressure,

heaviness, warmth, fullness dull pain and numbness.

Numerous studies have been carried out to understand

therapeutic mechanisms of acupuncture. In contrast,

moxibustion uses burning dried plant materials (Artimisia

moxa) to treat various diseases, where direct moxibustion

is applying a small amount of burning moxa directly on

the skin, and suspended (or indirect) moxibustion stimu-

lates the body with heat generated from burning moxa

3–5 cm away from the skin surface. Though the earliest
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record of moxibustion traced back to over 2000 years

ago, even earlier than acupuncture, its therapeutic effica-

cies and mechanisms have not been sufficiently investi-

gated. But in recent years, an increasing number of

randomized controlled clinical trials start to validate the

anti-nociceptive, anti-inflammatory, and immuno-modu-

latory effects of moxibustion (Chen et al. 2012a, b, c,

2013a, b, c). It has been reported that a proportion of

patients exhibit ‘‘sensitized’’ responses to suspended

moxibustion at certain restricted locations on their bodies

(Liao et al. 2014; Xie et al. 2013). Instead of experiencing

local warmth as healthy volunteers do, these patients

report strong warmth or heat spreading around the stim-

ulating site or penetrating into the body, which quite

frequently is accompanied with pleasant feelings. The

occurrence of these responses during moxibustion treat-

ment is associated with significantly better clinical out-

comes (Chen et al. 2012a, b, c, 2013a, b, c; Xie et al.

2013). Each disease has a specific anatomically stable set

of such ‘‘heat-sensitized’’ points. For example, chronic

low back pain (CLBP) patients but not healthy subjects

most frequently showed heat-sensitization around the

acupuncture point Yaoyangguan (DU3) (Chen et al.

2012a, c, 2013c; Liao et al. 2014). These responses were

accompanied with increased absolute power spectral

densities (PSDs) and phase coherence in the theta and

beta bands of the EEG (Liao et al. 2014).

Although detailed topographic distribution of EEG

changes has been reported, it is difficult to establish a direct

link between the EEG measures and heat-sensitization

responses, as the scalp EEG is the summed activity of

multiple cortical neuronal generators (Kiebel et al. 2008;

Michel et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2014). The advances in

EEG source localization methods have enabled the inves-

tigation of electric neuronal activity inside the brain, and

provide the possibility to reveal brain areas associated with

heat-sensitization responses. Among them, the standard-

ized low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography

(sLORETA) allowing 3-D localization of cortical EEG

generators both in the time (Jiang et al. 2014; Ozaki et al.

2012) and frequency domain (Houdayer et al. 2015; Jais-

wal et al. 2010; Justen et al. 2014), has been successfully

applied to electrophysiological characterization of

intracranial responses to pain (Shao et al. 2012; Stern et al.

2006). Recent studies have confirmed sLORETA to accu-

rately localize neural generators of brain electrical activity

(Mulert et al. 2004a; Pascual-Marqui 2002a; Walla et al.

2008).

The present study sought to investigate the cortical

correlates of heat-sensitization responses with sLORETA,

by comparing the rhythmicity and topography of cortical

sources before, during, and after moxibustion.

Methods

Participants and EEG recording and pre-processing

Details of the participants and EEG recording information

were described in our previous report (Liao et al. 2014). In

brief, twenty-five right-handed Chinese patients suffering

from CLBP were recruited to receive suspended moxi-

bustion on Yaoyangguan (DU3), which located between

the fourth and fifth lumbar vertebra. On the self-report, the

patients who experienced strong warmth or heat spreading

around or penetrating into the body during moxibustion fell

into the heat-sensitized group (n = 12), whereas those who

experienced only mild local warmth entered the non-sen-

sitized group (n = 13).

Spontaneous resting EEG was simultaneously recorded

via a 128 channel EGI system with eyes closed. Three

sessions (15 min each) of resting EEG were recorded for

each patient: one before moxibustion (Pre-Moxi session),

one during moxibustion (Moxi session), and one immedi-

ately after moxibustion (Post-Moxi session). The middle

5 min of each session were chosen for offline preprocess-

ing: The data were resampled to 250 Hz, band-pass filtered

in the range of 1.5–30 Hz and subsequently inspected for

artifact-rejection; Conspicuous artifacts were eliminated by

visual inspection on time series and automatic artifact

rejection threshold was set to ±100 lV; Further artifacts

caused by eye movements, or body movements were

removed with extended informax independent component

analysis (ICA). Four patients (two patients for each group)

were excluded for sLORETA analysis because of insuffi-

cient recording for some sessions.

sLORETA imaging

sLORETA (Pascual-Marqui 2002b) is a linear inverse

algorithm which estimates the intracerebral electrical

sources of scalp EEG data. Its solution space is restricted to

the cortical grey matter, for which the neocortical (in-

cluding the hippocampus and anterior cingulate cortex)

MNI-152 volume is divided and labelled in 6239 voxels of

dimension 5 mm3, based on probabilities returned by the

Demon Atlas (Lancaster et al. 2000). The sLORETA

algorithm has been shown to outperform several other

linear inverse algorithms (Pascual-Marqui 2002b). It has

been widely used in EEG studies (Jaiswal et al. 2010;

Justen et al. 2014; Shao et al. 2012), and demonstrated to

be a feasible tool for pain research (Nir et al. 2008).

In the present study, cross-spectra of EEG segments

were computed with the sLORETA software for seven

frequency bands: delta (1.5–4 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha1

(8–10 Hz), alpha2 (10–13 Hz), beta1 (13–18 Hz), beta2
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(18–21 Hz), and beta3 (21–30 Hz). The EEG cross-spectra

matrices for each subject were then averaged as the input

for sLORETA source analyses. This procedure resulted in

3D sLORETA images for each subject in Pre-Moxi, Moxi,

and Post-Moxi sessions for each frequency range. To

localize the neuronal generators responsible for measured

EEG phenomena, a normalization of sLORETA solution

was obtained by normalizing the sLORETA current density

at each image with the power density averaged across all

6239 voxels of the brain volume. This method has been

used to explore activation or inhibition state for the brain

regions (Theodoropoulou et al. 2011; Wong et al. 2008;

Yamashita et al. 2004).

Statistical analysis

The sLORETA performed a voxel-by-voxel t test of the

normalized and log-transformed sLORETA images for the

different frequency bands for the between-group compar-

ison (non-sensitized versus sensitized in the Pre-Moxi) and

the within-group comparison (paired t test: Pre-Moxi ver-

sus Moxi, and Pre-Moxi versus Post-Moxi). Statistical non-

paramatric mapping (SnPM) was used to compare voxel-

by-voxel sLORETA images (Holmes et al. 1996; Nichols

and Holmes 2002). The method used a randomization

strategy, and the critical significant threshold (a signifi-

cance level of p\ 0.05) for the observed t values was

assessed with correction for multiple testing: After each

permutation test, the largest t value was kept; Following

5000 permutations, the t value associated with the most

extreme 5 % of the distribution was identified for the

selected frequency band. Finally, the threshold was used to

identify the statistically significant voxels.

Results

Topography of EEG cortical sources

with sLORETA

We first modelled the distributed cortical sources for delta,

theta, alpha1, alpha2, beta1, beta2, and beta3 bands with

relative power current densities at cortical voxels obtained

from sLORETA. The global averages of sLORETA solu-

tions for each session (Pre-Moxi, Moxi, and Post-Moxi) in

the non-sensitized and sensitized groups were shown in

Fig. 1. Visual inspection revealed that the distribution of

the delta, alpha1, and alpha2 sources focused on the fron-

tal, occipital, and parietal cortices, while the theta, beta1,

beta2, and beta3 sources were more globally distributed in

both groups. In addition, for three sessions, the alpha2

sources were prominently activated in the occipital cortex

in the sensitized group, but in the parietal-occipital cortex

in the non-sensitized group.

Comparisons for the EEG cortical sources

with sLORETA

We first compared sLORETA images of the Pre-Moxi

sessions between the sensitized and the non-sensitized

groups. No significant differences were found for any fre-

quency bands, indicating few baseline differences between

the two groups.

We next sought to reveal the cortical sources with sig-

nificant power changes correlated with heat-sensitization

during moxibustion for each frequency band. Within-group

comparisons of sLORETA images were performed

between the Pre-Moxi and Moxi or Post-Moxi sessions. In

the non-sensitized group, no significant power changes

were found during or after moxibustion compared to the

Pre-Moxi (p[ 0.05, paired t tests). In the sensitized group,

in contrast, neuronal sources with significant power chan-

ges in alpha2, beta1, beta2, and beta3 bands (p\ 0.05,

paired t tests) between the Pre-Moxi and Moxi sessions

were localized by sLORETA in widespread brain regions

as shown in Fig. 2. In particular, significantly higher

alpha2 activation for heat-sensitization during moxibustion

was found in the left insula. Reduced beta1 activities were

revealed in the right parietal and cingulate regions, reduced

beta2 activation was detected in bilateral parietal, medial/

right frontal regions, and cingulate regions, whereas sig-

nificantly lower beta3 activities were found in bilateral

frontal/parietal and cingulate regions. These results were

largely consistent with the changes of frequency-wise

normalization spectrum power reported above. No signifi-

cant changes were detected in Post-Moxi session relative to

the Pre-Moxi session (p[ 0.05, paired t tests). Table 1

illustrated an overview of statistically significant differ-

ences in all tested EEG frequency bands.

Discussion

The present study attempted to characterize moxibustion-

induced heat-sensitization responses at the cortical level by

frequency-domain EEG source localization using sLOR-

ETA. The tomography sLORETA has received consider-

able validation from studies combining LORETA with

other more established localization methods including

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (Mulert

et al. 2004b; Vitacco et al. 2002) and positron emission

tomography (Dierks et al. 2000; Pizzagalli et al. 2004;

Zumsteg et al. 2005). It is now widely used in studies

involving time and frequency domain analysis (Shao et al.

2012; Volpe et al. 2007; Zumsteg et al. 2006).
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The major finding was that significant cortical power

changes were not observed in all subjects, who received

exactly identical manipulations (suspended moxibustion at

DU3), but only in a proportion of patients reporting heat-

sensitization responses. Source localization analysis

revealed significant changes across different frequency

bands in multiple brain regions. Bidirectional changes were

both present. Increased current densities in the alpha2 range

were detected in the left insula, a key area crucial for multi-

modal integration at the interface between pain’s sensory-

discriminative dimension encoded by the somatosensory

cortex and the affective component mediated by the limbic

cortical structures (Craig et al. 2000). An interesting point

was that this change was restricted to the left but not bilateral

insula. Previous studies have shown that the left insula par-

ticipates in a variety of pain modulatory activities, especially

those in the affective and cognitive dimensions (Bos et al.

2015; Fan et al. 2011; La Cesa et al. 2014; Lang et al. 2011;

Liu et al. 2013). Alpha activities represent an important EEG

correlate of top–down control of incoming sensory infor-

mation (Klimesch et al. 2007). Under pain conditions, the

alpha activity has been repeatedly shown associated with the

cognitive–evaluative aspect of pain. In particular, decreased

alpha power follows painful stimulation and/or perception

(Babiloni et al. 2006; Franciotti et al. 2009; Nir et al. 2012).

One study examining the cognitive modulation of pain with

EEG revealed correlated analgesic effects and increased

alpha activities in left insula, suggesting that ongoing alpha

power might actively modulate the perceived pain (Huneke

et al. 2013). Our findings here could represent a similar

process, and suggested that the heat-sensitization might be

associated with affective and cognitive pain modulation.

Fig. 1 The grand average of

sLORETA solutions for each

frequency band in the Pre-Moxi,

Moxi and Post-Moxi sessions in

the non-sensitized group (a) and

sensitized group (b). Color

scale all power density

estimates were scaled based on

the maximal value. (Color

figure online)
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This was consistent with the clinical finding that heat-sen-

sitization responses were frequently accompanied with

pleasant feelings (Xie et al. 2013).

In contrast, decreased current densities, mainly in the

beta range, were found in widespread prefrontal, primary

and second somatosensory, and cingulate cortices, all of

which belong to the classic pain matrix involved in pain

processing and modulation (Apkarian et al. 2005, 2009;

Ohara et al. 2005). Previous imaging studies have shown

increased neuronal activities in these regions under chronic

pain conditions (Apkarian et al. 2005, 2009; Brooks and

Tracey 2005; Ohara et al. 2005), and reduced over-

activation during pain relief (Prichep et al. 2011; Stern

et al. 2006). Similarly, multiple brain regions in the pain

matrix showed stronger oscillatory activities in the higher

frequency range ([12 Hz) but decreased low frequency

oscillations (\12 Hz) during noxious stimulation (Dow-

man et al. 2008; Iwata et al. 2005; Ploner et al. 2006; Shao

et al. 2012). Thus, it is rational to propose that moxibustion

exerts its therapeutic effects through insula-centered cor-

tical circuits. Indeed, previous randomized controlled trials

have indicated better therapeutic effects in patients with

heat-sensitization responses compared with those without,

not only in low back pain (Chen et al. 2012a, c, 2013c), but

Fig. 2 Comparison of

sLORETA activation between

Pre-Moxi and Moxi sessions

revealed significant changes in

alpha2, beta1, beta2 and beta3

bands during moxibustion (blue

for decrease and red for

increase). Images were color-

coded non-parametric statistical

maps. Increased activities in the

alpha2 band were observed in

the insula, whereas reduced

activities occurred in the beta1

band in right parietal and

cingulate gyrus, in the beta2

band in bilateral parietal,

medial/right frontal regions and

cingulate gyrus, and in the beta3

band in bilateral frontal/parietal

and cingulate gyrus. A scale bar

indicated statistical power and

color scale linearity equalled to

75. The location of the maximal

t value was graphically

indicated by black triangles on

the coordinate axes. (Color

figure online)
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in knee osteoarthritis (Chen et al. 2012b, 2013b) and per-

sistent asthma (Chen et al. 2013a) as well.

The present study was primarily designed to investigate

the cortical correlates of the heat-sensitization responses.

One important question not directly addressed here was the

clinical relevance of these electrophysiological changes.

Previous clinical trials have shown that the presence of

heat-sensitization responses during moxibustion treatment

is associated with significantly better clinical outcome

(Chen et al. 2012a, b, c, Chen et al. 2013a, b, c; Xie et al.

2013). Based on the discussion above, we hypothesize that

these EEG changes represent pain modulatory processes.

Carefully designed clinical trials tracking heat-sensitized

levels, and immediate and long-term clinical measurements

including pain ratings are required to validate our

hypothesis. An alternative explanation is that the heat-

sensitization phenomena represent placebo responses to

moxibustion treatment. However, we do not consider it

rational, since placebo processes would predict more gen-

eralized sensitization responses involving large areas of the

body surface or fixed areas local to pain sites. In contrast,

the sensitized point is always restricted to small areas not

necessarily closed to pain sites (Liao et al. 2014; Xie et al.

2013).

It is still unclear why heat-sensitization occurs in some

patients but not others. Clinical data from our previous

studies did not support gender, age, and pain duration as

crucial factors (Liao et al. 2014; Xie et al. 2013). However,

one clear factor affecting its occurrence is the state of the

subject. Heat-sensitization could be induced in no more

than 30 % of healthy volunteers, but 50–70 % under

morbid states (Xie et al. 2013). Further investigation is

required to illustrate electrophysiological and behavioural

differences between healthy and morbid conditions, as well

as heat-sensitized and non-sensitized subjects.

In conclusion, our EEG study provided objective evi-

dence of heat-sensitization responses during suspended

moxibustion, which was accompanied with decreased

source power at the beta frequency bands in prefrontal,

primary and second somatosensory and cingulate cortices,

and increased alpha2 oscillations in the insula.
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